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By Maryellen Hess

Dog Ear Publishing, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 280 pages. Dimensions:
8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.6in.After two years in prison Ben Rice is ready to re-unite with his wife Kate. Their
divorce means nothing. He owns her, and always will. Kates marriage to Ben buried her for years.
One especially brutal night finally cracked the layers of shame and hopelessness. For her own life
and that of their small daughter, Kates testimony to years of abuse put Ben in prison. Kate rebuilt
her life and her dignity. Life has become normal, and she believes she is free of Ben at last. Then
she learns Ben is out and Emma is gone. Kate must play this new game by Bens rules. He plays a
game of come and get me, dangling his daughter as the prize Kate must win. That is when Ben
makes one final and inexplicable demand. Blindly Kate must make a choice that could end in
horror, or that will renew her own will to survive. Maryellen Hess grew up in the rural south and
graduated from the University of North Carolina with a B. A. in journalism. She later completed her
masters degree in public administration....
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ReviewsReviews

This composed publication is fantastic. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. You will not truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you ask me).
-- Prof. Mark Ratke Jr.-- Prof. Mark Ratke Jr.

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % of the publication. Your daily life period will
likely be transform as soon as you full looking over this publication.
-- Dr. Carmine Hammes-- Dr. Carmine Hammes
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